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GENERIC COHOMOLOGY FOR TWISTED GROUPS
BY
GEORGE S. AVRUNIN
Abstract. Let G be a simple algebraic group defined and split over k0 = Vp, and
let o be a surjective endomorphism of G with finite fixed-point set Ga. We give
conditions under which cohomology groups of G are isomorphic to cohomology
groups of Ga.

Let G be a simple algebraic group defined and split over k0 = Fp, and, for
q = pm, let G(q) be the subgroup of F^-rational points. For a finite dimensional
rational G-module V and a nonnegative integer e, let V(e) be the G-module
obtained by twisting the original G-action on V by the Frobenius endomorphism
x -»x[p'] of G. Cline, Parshall, Scott, and van der Kallen proved in [2] that, for
sufficiently large q and e (depending on V and n), the restriction map induces an
isomorphism from the rational cohomology group H"(G, V(e)) to H"(G(q), V(e)).
This implies that, as a increases, the groups H"(G(q), V(e)) have a stable or generic
value //g"en(C7,V).
In this paper, we prove an analogous theorem with G(q) replaced by Ga for a
surjective endomorphism o of G having finite fixed point set. The first section of
the paper summarizes the basic results on endomorphisms of algebraic groups
required for the proof. Some arithmetic facts are established in the second section,
and the main theorem is proved in the third section.
The author is grateful to Leonard L. Scott for several helpful conversations, and
to the referee for comments on an earlier version of this paper.

1. Endomorphisms of algebraic groups. We briefly review here some results on
endomorphisms of algebraic groups which will be needed later. We refer the reader
to [4] and [5] for more details.

Let k be the algebraic closure of the prime field k0 = Fp and let G be a simple
algebraic group defined and split over k0. If a is a surjective rational endomorphism of G having finite fixed-point set Ga, a stabilizes a Borel subgroup B and a
maximal torus T < B. All such pairs (B, T) are G„-conjugate.
Assume Ga is finite and fix a a-stable pair (B, T). Let 2 be the root system of T
in G, with fundamental system A < 2+ defined by B. The comorphism a* of a\ T
determines a permutation p of 2 stabilizing 2+ and A, and powers q(a) of p such
that o*p(a) = q(a)a. If Ua < G is the root subgroup determined by a and xa:
kAdd —»Ua is a L-equivariant isomorphism, then axa(u) = x (cau*<-a'f)for some
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ca G k. Adjusting the isomorphisms xa as necessary, the ca can be taken to be ±1,
with ca = 1 if a or -a is fundamental.
If p is the identity, all q(a) are equal, Ga is a finite Chevalley group, and the

results of [2] apply. We are primarily concerned with the cases in which p is a
nontrivial permutation. These are listed below.
I. G is of type An, p is the nontrivial graph automorphism, and q(a) = pf for all
a. Ga is 2An(p').

II. G is of type Dn, pis a graph automorphism

of order 2, and q(a) = p* for all a.

Ga is 2Dn(pl).

III. G is of type D4, pis a graph automorphism

of order 3, ad q(ot) = p* for all a.

Ga is 3DA(pf).

IV. G is of type E6, p is the nontrivial graph automorphism, and q(a) = ps for all
a. G„ is 2E6(pf).

V. G is of type C2, p interchanges long and short roots, p = 2, and q(a) = 2s if a
is long, while a(a) = 2/+1 if a is short. Ga is 2C2(2').
VI. G is of type F4. If the successive nodes of the Dynkin diagram are a,, a2, a3
and a4 with a, and a2 long, p interchanges a, and a4 and interchanges a2 and a3.
p = 2 and a(a) is as in case V. Ga is 2F/2/).
VII. G is of type G2, p interchanges long and short roots, p = 3, and q(a) = y if
a is long, while q(a) = 3/+1 if a is short. G„ is 2G2(3^).

2. Arithmetic results. In the next section, we will show that certain sufficient
conditions for the restriction map H"(G, V) -> H"(Ga, V) to be an injection or an
isomorphism reduce to conditions on particular systems of equations. Here we
establish some results concerning these systems of equations. Our arguments are
based on Theorem 1 below, which follows from Lemma 6.4 and the discussion at
the beginning of §6 of [2].
Theorem

1. Let a, B, x and d be integers. Suppose

2 pi = pax + d(pP - 1)
7-1

with a < n and 0 < ty < B for each j. Let [ ] denote the greatest integer function. If

a > [(n - \)/(p

- 1)] and B > [\ogp(\x\ + 1)] + a + 2, then d = 0.

Theorem 2. Let e, f, x, y, c, d, a" and n be integers with 0 < e and 0 < c <p2f —
1. Suppose
a

2 /^ =pex+

pfc + d(p2f - 1)

7-1

and

2 p* - Py - c + d'(Pv - i)
where 0 < a, a' < n and 0 < L, k, <f for each}, I.
If e> [(2n - \)/(p - 1)] andf > [\ogp(ma\(\x\, \y\) + 1)] + e + 2, then c = d
= a" = 0.
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Proof. Multiplying the second equation by// and adding gives

2 pi+pf £ p* - p\x + pfy) + (d+ pfd')(pV - 1).
j~\
t-\
The hypotheses of the theorem imply that 2/ > [logp(|x + psy\ + 1)] + e + 2 and
e > [(a + a' — \)/(p — 1)]. Theorem 1 then gives d + psd' = 0. Multiplying the
resulting equation by p! and rewriting, we have
p1 $p>+$
y=l

pk' = pe(pf* +y)
/=1

+ [py-t
V

l-\

pk)(p2f
I

- 0-

Another application of Theorem 1 yields p "y — 2/'_, pk' = 0 from which it follows

that c = d = d' = 0.
Theorem 3. Let e, f, x, y, c, d, d' and n be integers with 0 < e and 0 < c < p2f+'
— 1. Suppose
a

2 Pij = Pex + pfc + d{p2f+l - 1)
/-i
and
t pki = py
/=i

- c + d'(P2f+x -1),

where 0 < a, a' < n and 0 < L, k, < f for each j, I. If e > [(2n — \)/(p — 1)] and

f > [log^rinaxdxl,\y\) + 1)] + e + 2, then c = d = d' = 0 and ip k, <f for eachj,
I.
Proof. Arguing as before, we apply Theorem 1 with B = 2/ + 1 to obtain
^j-iP'; + Pf'2°'=ipk' = Pex + pe+fy. The hypothesis on / implies that the right
side is less than/jv, so each k, </. Then after multiplying by pf and rewriting as .n
the previous proof, we may apply Theorem 1 with B = 2/ to conclude that
2/7*' = py. Then 2/»* = pex, so c = d = d' = 0, and, since \pex\ <pf, each
/,</•
Theorem 4. Lef e,/, x,^, z, c, c', d, d', d" and n be integers with 0 < e and 0 < c,
c' </>v — 1. Suppose
a

2 Pij = p'x + pfc + p2fc' + d(pv - 1),
y-i

2 Pk' = py ~ c + d'(pV - 1),
and
a"

^ pr- = p'z - c' + d"(pV - I),
s=l

where 0 < a, a', a" < n and 0 < L, k,, rs <f

for each j,

I, s. Then if e >

[(3n - \)/(p - 1)] andf > [log/,(max(|x|, |^|, \z\) + 1)] + e + 2, c = c' = d = d'

= d" = 0.
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Combining the three equations gives

ip>+p'-2pk>+p2'2Pr>
7=1

/=1

s=l

= pe(x +pfy + p2fz) + (d + pfd' + p2fd")(p3f - l).

Theorem 1 implies that d + p^d' + p2*d" = 0. Multiplying by p}, we have
p/tpi
7= 1

+ pvtpk<
/=1

+ 2 pr- = pe(pf* + p2fy + *) + [p'z - tp')(p3fs=\

\

s-\

0-

I

This time Theorem 1 gives pez = 2pr*, so c' = d" = 0. Again multiplying by//
and applying Theorem 1 yields/?^ = 2/>*' andpex = 2p*, which completes the

proof.
3. The main theorem. Let G be a simple algebraic group defined and split over k0
and let a be a surjective rational endomorphism of G having finite fixed-point set
Ga. Fix a a-stable Borel subgroup B and maximal torus T < B.
Let U be the unipotent subgroup of B and let Px, . . ., P, be the orbits of p on

2 + . Renumbering

the Pi if necessary, we can find a a-stable central series
U = Ux > ■ ■ ■ >U,>Ul+x = \ with U, = U,/Ut+1 = IU,, Ua [1]. Ta acts on

the factor group (U,)J(Ui+x)„

ofjhe central series U„ = ({/,)„ > • • • > (U,)a > 1

with weight a,^. We will write (U,)„ for W)J(Ui+1)„.
Let Fbea rational G-module. By Theorem 2.1 of [2], H"(G, V) at H"(B, V).
We are interested in conditions which insure that the restriction map H"(G, V)^>
Hn(Ga, V) is an isomorphism or an injection. Since the index of Ba in Ga is prime
to p, restriction from H"(Ga, V) to H"(Ba, V) is always injective, and it is then
easy to see that if restriction from H"(B, V) to Hn(Ba, V) is an isomorphism (or an
injection), so is restriction from H"(G, V) to H"(Ga, V).
By the spectral sequence argument of [2, §5], restriction H"(B, V) —>H"(Ba, V)
will be an isomorphism for n < m and an injection for n = m + 1, if, for each
weight X in V, restriction induces an isomorphism

(HS'(UX, k) ® • • • <8>HS'(U„k)) x

(3-1)

->(""((fib *)••■• ®"*(<>/L
*))(-*i0

whenever j, + • • • +s, < m.
The cohomology ring H*(Ut, k) is isomorphic to ®a<EP. H*(Ua, k). Let Va be
the A:-vector space with basis a(-p'a), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and let T act on Va by

ta(n) = n(t)a(n). Similarly let Wa be the fc-vector space with basis b(-p'a),
i = 1, 2, ... , and L-action given by tb(tx) = n(t)b(n). For a vector space V, let
S( V) and A( V) denote the symmetric and exterior algebras of V respectively. Then
[2, Theorem 4.1] as graded L-algebras

HHU k)~lSiK)
K «' }

\A(Va)®S(Wa)

lfP = 2'
ifp*2,

where Va has degree 1 and Wa has degree 2.
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Choose a representative a, G P, for each orbit, taking a, long if there are two
root lengths, and put a, = lia(EP. q(a). Let ^(a,) be the A>vector space with basis
a(-/ya,),7 = 0, 1, . . . , logp a, — 1, and let W (qt) be the /c-vector space with basis
b(-pJai),j = 1,2, ..., logp a,. We define La-actions on V^(qt) and W^qj in the
same way as the L-actions on Va and Wa above. Exactly as in [2, Theorem 4.1], we
see that, as graded 7^-algebras

H*((U) k)JSiV^
" ,;<" ;

jA(^(9/))®S(»;(%))

*P = 2'
if,*2,

where V (q,) has degree 1 and ^(a,) has degree 2.
Let/ = /(a) = minae2+ logp q(a), as in §1. The proof of the preceding isomorphism shows that, for pJ < pf, the restriction map sends a(-pJa^) to oX-pAx,). If
pctj ¥= a,, the restriction of a(-pJpat) is a(-pJ+fa,), and, if p2at ¥=a,, the restriction of
a(-pJp2al) is a(-pJ+2faj). Similarly, if 1 <pJ < pf, Z>(-//a,) restricts to b(-pJa^),
when pat ¥^ a, b(-pJpa^) restricts to b(-pJ+fa^), and when p2^ ^= a, b(-pJp2at)

restricts to b(-pJ+2Jai).
Then we have the following sufficient conditions for the map of (3.1) to be an
injection or an isomorphism.
Injectivity condition for p = 2. In every equation 2"_, p l'a.j = X, with 0 < /, and
a, G 2+ for each/, we have each /, </.
Isomorphism condition for p = 2. If 2J_,p!,a/|r = A|r with 0 < ^ </(0 < /, < /
if there are two root lengths) and a, G 2+ for each j, then 2"_,p!'a/ = X.
Injectivity condition for p ¥= 2. In every equation 2"_i/?!/tt, + 2/L,pA:'a/ = X,
with 0 < ij, 1 < k„ aj, a, G 2+ for each/ and /, and n, + 2n2 = n, we have /, </

and k, < f for each / and /.
Isomorphism condition for p =£ 2. If 2"_i P'Jaj\r + 2"-i Pk'ai\ t =Mt with 0 < »}
</, 0 < k, < f (0 < ^ < f, 0 < k, < / + 1 if "there are two" root lengths), ap
a, G 2+ for each/ and /, and «, + 2n2 = n, the 2y'Li/>'ya/+ 2£_,p*'a/ = X.
Let to = 2SGA n55 be the maximal root and put b = max ns. For £ in the root
lattice Q, write f = 25ea w«^ anQl Put *(0 = rnax|/nf|. For X in the weight lattice

A, let t(X) be the order of X in A/ Q, with ^(A) the p-part of t(X), and let / be the
exponent of A/ Q. We write X = tX.
For integers 6, n and e, let

'[(«-l)/G>-l)]
ea(n) = - [(2n - 1)/ (/> - 1)]

[(3n-l)/(p-l)]

if p - 1,
if p ^ 1 and Ga is not 3£>4,

ifGais3D4

andf(b,e) = [logp(\b\+ 1)] + e + 2.
Theorem 5. Let V be a finite dimensional rational G-module and m a nonnegative
integer. Let e be a nonnegative integer with e > ea(mbt) and suppose f = f(a) >

f(b(X), e)for all weightsX in V. If p =fc2, assumefurther that
e>(m+p-\)btp(X)/(p-\).
Then the restriction map H"(G,
and injection for n = m + 1.

V(e)) —»H"(Ga,

V(e)) is an isomorphism for n < m
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Proof. First assume p = 2.
To check injectivity, assume 2JJV p'-'a, = peX. If some i- >/ multiply both sides
of the equation by /. Examining the coefficients of a, on both sides, we get

tpf < p eb(X) < pf, a contradiction.
To check the isomorphism condition assume that '2J)„xpia.]\T = PeX\T<i,with
0 < ij</ (0 < ij < / if there are two root lengths) and a, G 2+ for each /.
Multiplying both sides by /, we have 2'"_iPH>aJ7; = peX\T^ where 0 < uv </
(0 < uv < /if there are two roots lengths) and a„ G 2 + for each v.
Consider the map on the root lattice given by restricting a weight from T to Ta. t
times the kernel of this map is contained in the group generated by the elements
pfcL - potj (which may be (pf — l)a,), and p2/a, - p2a, if Ga =3D4 for the orbit
representatives a, in A, and the elementsp2% — 8, if G„ is 2An, 2D„, 2E6,pvS, — 8, if

Ga is 3Z>4,andp2/+ '8, - 8,.if G„ is 2C2or 2F4, where 8,.ranges over A (cf. [3, §4a]).
Thus 2'0'I_,p ""c^ and p eX differ by an element of this group. Considering the
coefficients of elements of a p-orbit on A leads to systems of equations of the forms
discussed §2, and the hypotheses of the theorem imply that the appropriate
conditions on e and / in the theorems of that section are satisfied. Then the results

of §2 imply that 2?.,/>\

= peX, so 2^_, pkt, = peX.

Now suppose p is odd. The injectivity condition is proved exactly as whenp = 2.
For the isomorphism condition, suppose 2?i.i/>%lr
+ ^"i-\Pk'ai\Tc = P'Mt, with

0 < ij <f (0 < ij < f if there are two root lengths),"0 < k, < f (0 '< k, < f'+ 1 ti
there are two root lengths) and a;, a, G 2+ for each j and /, and n, + 2n2 < m.
We want to reduce this to the arithmetic problems of §2, so we have to eliminate
those p*' =/(=/+
1 in the case of two root lengths). Butp-^lj- = (pa)\T if 2 has
one root length and p/+' | r = p(pa)\ T if 2 has two root lengths and a is long,
whilep/+1a|r
= (pa)|r if there are two root lengths a is short.
Making the appropriate replacements of p k'a, by terms with the same restriction

to T„weget 2yL,/»*a,|r<
+ S/LiPVlr. = p'Mt. with0 < k\ <f(0<k',<f+\
if there are two root lengths).

The argument

in the p = 2 case shows that

VJLxptoj + 2?., p k'a;=p *A.
Now suppose aj * a, for some /, and multiply the preceding equation by t (X).
Subtract a simple root 8 appearing in aj from both sides, and consider the
coefficients of 8. On the left side we have at most (m — l)btp(X) terms of the form
pk8, and one term of the form tp(X)ms(a',) — 1 if there is one root length or there
are two root lengths and a, is long, or of the form tp(X)pms(aj) — 1 if a', is short. On
the right side, the coefficient of 8 ispems(tp(X)X) — 1, where ms(tp(X)X) > 1.
Then the sum of the p-adic digits of the coefficient of 8 on the left is at most

(m - \)btp(X)+ ptp(X)b - 1 = (m + p - l)btp(X)- 1. The sum of the p-adic digits of the coefficient on the right is at least e(p — 1) > (m + p — \)btp(X), which is
a contradiction.
Thus a'i = a, for all /, and the proof is complete.
The theorem says that if e is sufficiently large (with respect to n) and f(a) is
sufficiently large (with respect to V and e), then H"(G, V(e)) £* H"(Ga, V(e)).
Since H"(Ga, V) =z H"(G„, V(e)), this implies that for large values of f(a),
H"(Ga, v) has a stable or generic value H^en(G, V).
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It is also natural to consider twisting the module V by a. If r: G -*GL(V) is the
morphism of algebraic groups associated with V, let V(a) denote the module with
associated morphism r ° a. Since the weights of T in V(a) are all divisible by p^"\
the arguments above imply that, for f(a) sufficiently large with respect to n,
H"(G, V(a)) =* //gen(G, V). Thus, the generic cohomology group vVgen(G, V) may
be computed as H"(Ga, V) if/(a) is sufficiently large with respect to n and V, or as
H"(G, V(a)) if/(a) is sufficiently large with respect to n.
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